


Jetcoin is a 
platform that 
bridges the 
relationship 
between talents 
and fans.

Built on the Ethereum 
blockchain, our APP (IOS 
/ Android) provides the 
opportunity for talents to 
develop their image grade 
with the support of their 
fanbase.

Fans are rewarded with 
JET. They can use JET to 
redeem unique lifestyle 
experiences and social 
media engagements from 
our pool of talent.

ABOUT JETCOIN



Jetcoin secures 
a percentage 
from the 
talents’ 
contracts or 
from agencies 
and agents 

To raise funds, Jetcoin
releases JET tokens to 
be purchased by fans 
wishing to benefit 
from the future 
successes of 
promising talents.

Jetcoin implements 
the talents’ career 
plans with its 
partners and allows 
fans to participate 
in a meaningful 
way.

HOW IT WORKS



By sharing a percentage of their future 
earnings, athletes turn each fan into a 
social media manager who instantly 
shares their successes.

BENEFIT TO
ATHLETES AND
COMMUNITY

Athletes get a social media metric 
system that can be used to increase 
their value and secure greater 
endorsements and sustainable deals 
with their sponsors.

Having a greater fan base directly 
increases the sale of their 
merchandise, creating untapped value.
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JET TOKEN INFO

Utilities Distribution



Token Info 
JETCOIN ERC-20:

[JET]
Ticker

80M
Initial issuance: 

40M
Burn: 

20M
Locked:

18
Decimal

40M
Total issuance: 

0x8727c112c712c4a03371ac87a74
dd6ab104af768

Smart Contract Address: 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x8727c112c712
c4a03371ac87a74dd6ab104af768

Explorer: 



Token Info 
JETCOIN BSC:

[JET]
Ticker

40M
Total issuance: 

2%/JET holders are rewarded for 
holding BSC JET

Reflection: 

1%/Promotions
Marketing Fee:

9
Decimal

3%/The liquidity fee is added to 
the JET LP

Liquidity Fee: 

0xc5b43669a899c5da2a98b2bf8c9082d5e8d5ee0d
Smart Contract Address: 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xc5b43669a899c5da2a98b
2bf8c9082d5e8d5ee0d

Explorer: 
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